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ABSTRACT
Narratives of place and displacement, and their relationship with the identity making process, occupy nowadays a central position towards the definition of contemporary art. The aim of this article is to analyse the current relationship between economical, social and political conflicts and representational systems in the realm of contemporary art. The work of Adrian Paci, his creative thought and process, question among other issues, the realm of transitional belonging as we can see in projects such as The Column (2013) or Centro di Permanenza Temporanea (2007). These reflections generate a new poetical and sensitive matrix on the debate about conflict in a global era and the edifice of identity. Security has become the sacrament of our time, blessed by the omnipresence of borders that transformed our own skin on a partitioning device, generating latitudes that have become silent, blocking prisons.
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RESUMO
As narrativas do lugar e deslocamento, e respectivas relações com o processo de construção de identidade, ocupam atualmente uma posição central no eixo que estrutura a arte contemporânea. Este artigo visa analisar a atual relação entre conflitos de ordem económica, política e social e os sistemas de representação no campo da arte contemporânea. O trabalho de Adrian Paci, o seu pensamento e processo criativo questiona, entre outros assuntos, o campo do sujeito em trânsito e da presença transitória, como podemos constatar em projetos como The Column (2013) ou Centro di Permanenza Temporanea (2007). Estas reflexões geram uma nova matriz poética e sensível que ilumina o debate sobre o edifício da identidade numa era global de conflito. A segurança tornou-se o sacramento da nossa época, abençoada pela omnipresença de fronteiras, muros e limites, transformando a nossa própria pele num dispositivo de partição, gerando latitudes que se tornaram opacas e silenciosas prisões.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE
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1. Introduction

On February 2007, the writer and curator Roger Buergel announced three questions that would frame documenta12 in Kassel: “what is bare life?” “is modernity our antiquity?” and “education: what is to be done?” Isolating the first question and invoking the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben, we will establish an articulation between the ethical, juridical and political dynamics and the production of identity within the mobility and transient conflict areas, from a representational and visibility scope. Following this purpose we will also reflect on the ways these domains are currently addressed by artists and how is the migration issue, as well as the figure of the refugee or asylum seeker, structured in terms of representation.

The term globalization carries in itself an ambiguity, containing a potentially empty meaning. The work of artists such as WalidRaad, Steve McQueen or Francis Alys opens a debate where aesthetics may challenge the conventional structure of representations, specially the unbalanced distribution of the sensible within a neoliberal global system that builds the present political imagery.

The last decade has shown us creative strategies that requalify the aesthetic realm in a political sphere. Projects from artists such as FransysAlys or Thomas Hirschhorn are placed and also situate us, the spectators, in a blurred and ambiguous limit, subtly omitted, between fact and fiction. And it is with this polysemic gesture, in this unfocused gaze that we can find a poetical representation of bare life, rooted on a sensible and relevant critical analysis.

We will approach the identity making process subject by calling the concept of bare life from the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben. This is a term that we consider fundamental in order to understand the status of the refugee and, at the same time, the hierarchy structures within their representational and visibility sphere.

During a lecture in 1982 in Vermont, Michel Foucault, established the guidelines about the process in which power may install itself in the body of the individual and his ways of life. These thoughts would lead his analyses through the dynamics of the sovereign power and biopolitics, rooted on a double political link: objective processes of totalitarianism and subjective individuation techniques. The political techniques concern the natural life of the individuals through an engagement of these with the biopolitics. This relation appears through direct mechanisms such as the right to vote, the representative democracy or surveillance systems in favour of the common security. Those techniques are articulated to the technologies of the self, which are grounded on a subjectivation process that generates on the individual a link to his identity and conscious and, at the same time, to an external controlling power.

In order to explore the mentioned subjects we will appeal to the Albanian artist Adrian Paci, and analyse one of his projects, a single-channel video produced in 2012 entitled Centro di Permanenza Temporanea. This work is placed, in terms of aesthetic speech and according to our vision, between the dimensions of fact and fiction that Jacques Rancière explores, pointing that fiction means to forge not to
feign. “Originally, fingere doesn’t mean ‘to feign’ but ‘to forge’. Fiction means using the means of art to construct a ‘system’ of represented actions, assembled forms, and internally coherent signs.” On this subject T.J. Demos adds that:

Fiction doesn’t obscure reality; rather, as a hybrid formation of documents and imaginary scenarios, it elicits its deepest truths (…) fiction does not immobilize politics; rather it is politics’ condition of possibility. (Demos 2013, 197)

According to Jacques Rancière the artistic speech has in itself the potential of reorganizing the visibility domain. This restructuring power, in contrast with governmental policies and mass media communicational hierarchy channels, may turn the representational realm more equitable.

2. Centro di PermanenzaTemporanea

The camp, and its contemporary metamorphoses such as waiting areas at airports, constitutes the fourth, inseparable element that has now added itself to – and so broken – the old trinity composed of the State, the nation (birth), and land.

This project by the Albanian artist, once also a political refugee Adrian Paci, is a single-channel video projection produced in 2007. The action occurs in an airport runway and begins with a static shot where we can see a mobile stairway from a lateral point of view. This structure gives access to a plane that seems to have been deliberately cut off from a composition where the viewer can observe the large airport runway and listen to distant jet sounds coming from other planes. On a second high angle shot and now in a front perspective taken from de top of the stairway, a key-element on the construction of the video and conceptual thought of the artist, one may observe the methodical and orderly, yet reluctant, arrival of a group of people. In a first moment and from the title of the artwork they could be thought as prisoners and, in fact, some illegal immigrants were casted in this piece. On a close-up shot one can now notice the slow, silent and sullen walking of this group of people, apparently devoid of any travel item and wrapped in a dialogical emptiness, with no communication between them.

The subject related atmosphere now changes and a moving shot becomes personal, capturing the facial expressions and also calling the observer for a now more intimate analysis of the moment. We can now realize that there are various origins among this group and, if one can recognize it as the International Airport of San Jose, the direct question of migration at the USA/Mexico border appears. The viewer is now driven into the question of origin and identity of the individuals, which seem, for a regular first-world viewer, to come from South America, Africa and Asia. Their expressions are closed, they suspect about the observer, who portrays them, and one can now sense a feeling of anxiety and discomfort, from a threatening and
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inexpressive passivity. There is also a feeling of loss between the intersected gazes, in a quest for an arrested identity. The moving shot that was wandering between the faces initiates a slow removal movement that for the first time informs the viewer that the stairway is not connected to any plane, it is a path without an exit, an inoperative and isolated arrival point, a cell in an island. The angle of the shot opens and moves away from the group, now observed on their immobility and impossible transit. This arrested movement is here in contrast with harsh jet sounds listened at the airport runway along with the busy procedures of the arriving and departing planes, icons of mobility and globalization. Still in the same shot one can sense a personal dimension due to its front and direct perspective between the group and the viewer, which originates a direct encounter, as the first is in a position of analysis and scrutiny, in a globalized present *panoptic*.

The shot travels away from the group showing the stairway, seen from a lateral point of view, at the centre of the frame. This is a carefully designed geometric composition where the early career as a painter and background of the artist can be perceived. The sound is now more intense, setting the contrast between the group, still and for an undefined period of time at a stairway which is crossed at the background by the unaware functioning of an international airport. The video ends with a transition between four different points of view of the group at the structure, in which the last is a slow removal on the opposite direction of them, left in a tense and imposed immobility at a *non-place*, metaphor of a legal limbo perpetuated by the temporary detention centres for refugees and asylum seekers.

Besides being the title of this project *Centro di Permanenza Temporaneo* is also the Italian official name for the governmental areas that receive asylum seekers, refugees and undocumented migrants. This project also aims to critically deconstruct how the media and the current political discourse characterize these individuals, frequently portrayed as invaders or criminals, despite their background. There is in the particular dimension of immobility of the workers a strong layer of transgression, stressed by the delayed revelation of the non-boarding and imposed by a context of unstoppable sophistication and rematerialization of the southern borders, a phenomena of reinforcing and re-building of the nation-state limits.

The artist shows in this project an interest about circumstances and spaces in between, where one can also sense that something or someone is losing its identity or part of it, entering at the same time a new physical or social dimension that does not guarantee, and it often drains it, the existence of a new identity. *Centro di Permanenza Temporanea* is about migration but not only, it is also about this space in between, in a moment of transition at a threshold that implies a choice, and the state of being that is generated or frozen within these dynamics. A transitional and existential moment, from a state, which the individual is necessarily obliged to loose for another that he will probably not reach.

4. Bare Life, State of Exception and the Homo Sacer

We will try to illuminate the question around the production of identity within
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the political and ethical mechanism among three issues: the refugee camp, forced displacement and transmigration groups; calling the state of exception theoretical approach by Giorgio Agamben, his figure of the *homo sacer* and the definition of *bare life*. The identity question will also be explored towards the ethical, political and biological dimensions of representation and hierarchies of visibility in the contemporary art realm. The work of Adrian Paci will constitute a trigger and a symmetric figure between a source of information and its possibility of thought, and a limit around the (in)consistency within the representation of the refugee figure. According to the art historian Milena Tomic any work engaged with the question of *bare life* has to include and predict the challenge of its ubiquity⁹, in the sense that Agamben sees the concentration camp as both an anomaly of the past and the hidden matrix of the present.⁹

The present geo-political situation in which multitudes, and specifically lives lived on the margin of political representation, are reduced to what the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben called *bare life*, is one of the axes of the present paper. The mentioned representation is not merely political, Agamben is also interested on the juridical, social and biological dimensions of these groups and their ways of living, analysing the dynamics that define their condition and the places they live or are forced to. This ontological status evokes a warning from the Italian philosopher: is this a condition that characterizes an erratic drift occurring during our modern times or a possible and near future for every one of us, potentially *hominissaceris*?

The globalization represents, according to Agamben, an emergent paradigm of a recently empowered and globally expanded sovereignty, which has originated transmigration zones and *statelessness*. Agamben sustains:

And that the inclusion of *bare life* in the political realm constitutes the original – if concealed – nucleus of sovereign power. It can even be said that the production of a biopolitical body is the original activity of sovereign power.¹⁰

*Bare life* or *naked life* is an individual status to which was extracted political identity and exposed to a non-mediated application of power by the State. According to Agamben we are living, in our modern era, a universalization of the exception based on politics of equality, which turns the refugee into a paradigmatic reality, the suspension of the rule among the citizen creating an uniformization based on exclusion, and structuring the state of exception, a juridical term developed by the conservative German jurist Carl Schmitt: “The sovereign stands outside the juridical order and, nevertheless, belongs to it, since it is up to him to decide if the constitution is to be suspended in toto”¹¹. It is through the state of exception that
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appears the divisive possibility to suspend the norm. This suspension creates the edifice of exception, as it is through its dynamic and structured form that a relation is kept with the rule, which includes the exception because it does not belong to it. The juridical terms that define the refugee camp, according to Schmitt, are the state of siege or of emergency and the martial law, conditions that go back to the referred suspension, validating it. The rule, in the sovereign exception, appears as pure potency, built on a suspension of the current reference.

In the realm of political representation Agamben illuminates the question of the exception bringing the French philosopher Alan Badiou, who developed a distinction theory, turning it in into a political language. Badiou corresponds membership to presentation, whereas the inclusion is connected to representation (re-presentation). This means that a term belongs to a situation if it is presented and accounted as part of a unity of that given situation (in political terms, these are individuals as long as they belong to a society). On the other hand, one can say that a term is included in a given situation if it is represented within the metastructure, which is the State. In this second approach the structure of the situation counts as a unity and Agamben points, as an example, to the condition of the individuals depending on a recoding system by the State into electors. Badiou designates as normal a term that is, simultaneously, presented and represented which means that he is both a member and is included. As ex cresc ent a term that is represented but not presented, which is then included in a situation without belonging to it. And finally the French philosopher defines the term singular as something that is presented but not represented, which therefore belongs without being included. Following a fourth figure Badiou includes on his methodological structure, we can situate the sovereign exception as a dimension on which the singularity is represented as such, therefore as unrepresentable. What cannot be included in any case, is included in the form of exception.¹²

In order to understand the state of exception, Agamben brings out the figure of the homo sacer, who is built on a real basis of a non-transcendental sacred, a historical figure of the Roman law, who was once a citizen and is diminished to the status of bare life. This transition, which dispossesses the individual of basic rights towards the law and the State, is made possible by a sovereign regulation. The homo sacer can be killed without any consequence for the act of his murder, without even being considered a homicide, and by anyone. The individual becomes, through this process, a mere biological entity without the possibility of transcendence. The status of the homo sacer resides on the violence to which he finds himself exposed and caught. This violence, which constitutes one of the central axes of this paper, is based on a double exclusion, withholding itself from both political and divine law, and into which the homo sacer is brought to, being arrested into this layered and opaque dimension. Agamben’s adoption of the term sacer is not precisely connected with religious realm as it is with the separation, sacer holds to being set apart. The philosopher develops an interpretation of the sacred as an autonomous figure in order to understand if the latter can contribute for an answer about the original structure of the política. This politics, which is referred to the Roman law,

occupies a place that “precedes distinction, between the sacred and the profane, between the religious and the juridical.” It is amidst this place prior to distinction that one can locate the refugee camp within its dynamical mechanism, as well as the displaced individuals and transmigration groups. On the sacred life, Agamben structures the sacratio, unifying two subjects: the unpunishability of killing and the exclusion of sacrificed, which as an object of reflection for us, constitutes an important political and ethical question and thought, around the type of identity possibly built on this proposition.

5. Identity making processes

We will explore this subject with a lens on the human rights historical and political structure and its consequences and fragilities in a modern globalized era. We believe that for a rigorous and wide comprehension on the identity making process on our subject it will be necessary to look over the original conception of the human rights, on a political and historical scope, since it is intimately connected with the definition of citizen and defines the political ground for the transmigration phenomenon during the last centuries.

On the 1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen adopted in France, an important source of the Universal Declaration of the Human Rights, both terms – man and citizen - appeared isolated, which on Agamben’s and other scholars view can help connecting the concepts previously studied – homo sacer and bare life – with the identity making process subject. This connection points to a direct link between man and birth and citizen and nationality.

In order to introduce and address the identity making processes question, we will have to elaborate on the definitions around the terms citizen and man, expressed on the declaration of the human rights of 1789 with the title Déclaration des droits de l’Homme et du Citoyen:

Art. 2: Le but de toute association politique est la conservation des droits naturels et imprescriptibles de l’homme(.,.) art. 3: le principe de toute souveraineté reside essentiellement das la nation

One can say that according to these two articles the juridical validity here expressed occurs insofar as an individual is born in a specific place, which stands for his natural life. Therefore the legal source of a human right is strictly connected to the birth location, excluding foreigners, displaced individuals or refugees, yet still referring on a macro-sphere to the human rights. It is also necessary to point the connection between sovereignty and nation expressed on the second article mentioned above.

The term nation has in its etymological source the Latin prefix nascere (to be
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born), and one can advance with the hypothesis that the Declaration of the Rights of the Man and the Citizen, which has as an original feature the birth location, empowered, according to this linguistic structure, the appearance and autonomy of the sovereignty. Following this hypothetical thought this would have possibly sustained the juridical realm of the state-nations with radical political and ethical consequences during the last centuries. Going back to Agamben, the philosopher also looks through the linguistic ambivalence expressed in the mentioned declaration:

> It is not explicit here if both terms express two autonomous realities or an unitary system, in which the first is included on the second and, in this case, what kind of relationships exist between them.\(^4\)

We have therefore a vulnerable ambiguity around the conceptualization of the terms, insofar as it is not clear, within this title, when does an individual occupies the place of a citizen or a man. The undefined meaning, ethical and political sphere of the refugee would origin a crisis during the XX century that has thickened into an insecure and opaque field towards an era of globalized security that remains detached from a rigorous and inclusive vision and conceptualization of the refugee status.

Once related, before the Declaration of the Rights of the Man, with the royal authority and law system, citizenship is now addressed to the nationality realm and it is from this citizen sphere that a new status of life, the *birth life*, is nominated. This status is in itself the new origin and foundation of sovereignty and will serve as a method of identification of *les membres du soverain* (members of the sovereign).\(^7\)

On the first chapter, entitled *General Provisions* of the Statute of the Office of the United High Commissioner for Refugees written in 1951, and still in force, it is explicit the target of this entity work: “The work of the High Commissioner shall be of an entirely non-political character; it shall be humanitarian and social and shall relate, as a rule, to groups and categories of refugees.”\(^6\) It is important to underline the relationship between the political absent in this document and the residual fissure among the figures of the citizen and man explored above and corresponding rights or their absence, as well as its present consequences.

### 6. Unspoken Invisible Hierarchies

As we have seen the refugee, the asylum seeker, the displaced, and the zones they occupy or are forced to go, show a sphere of indistinction in legal, juridical and ethical representation and now we will approach the way artists are thinking and engaging with this phenomenon. First we have to establish a limit between the legal, juridical and ethical representation and the visual or imagistic
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one. Nonetheless they are intertwined we will, on this final moment of the essay, focus on the visual sphere, advancing however that the imagistic production on this realm may affect, positively and negatively the lack of legal, juridical and ethical representation described above. This influence brings the subject of visibility to the discussion, as both media and artistic imagery production may build a possibility of turning the sphere of indistinction to the visible realm. This domain is, however, a very sensible one, as we are witnessing examples, both from media and contemporary art, that transform the sphere into a visible spectacle, of apparent involvement, or even a denser and more opaque invisibility, already sustained by the ethical and juridical complexification contained on the dimension of bare life, and its possible representation.

Within the sphere of contemporary art we have various ways of proceeding and acting towards the subject here approached. Artists are working with facts, simulated fictions, or a speech that is situated in a middle point in between, as we’ve seen with Adrian Paci’s, Centro di Permanenza Temporanea, where the artist casts real refugees and also non-professional actors. The Albanian artist developed another project entitled The Column, where a team of real Chinese workers is hired to sculpt a column from a marble block, which is first extracted in China. This video-format work shows us the journey, since the extraction, of a marble block towards Italy and the transformation onto a Romanesque column that will never be erected. On a working boat we are able to follow the group of Chinese workers sculpting the column on a long boat trip crossing seas.

Beautification of tragedy results in pictures that ultimately reinforce our passivity towards the experience they reveal. To aestheticize tragedy is the fastest way to anaesthetize the feelings of those who are witnessing it. Beauty is a call to admiration, not to action.16

On this article Ingrid Sischy is pointing her critique towards photography and a tendency to portray and present tragedy in a way that, instead of generating action or reflection, is increasingly calling for a neutralized admiration. One could say that projects such as Paci’s Centro di Permanenza Temporanea would also contribute to this anesthetization of the sensible, for the reasons that he is casting immigrants, which in a way could contribute to crystalize their political status, or even by reproducing scenarios and dynamics lived by the portrayed individuals. By hiring non-professional actors one could say that there is a distant or indifferent approach by the artist, and that the work would even subvert the ethical conditions of the real, on a spectacle of the invisible. This representational approach would reduce the subject to a symbolic gesture, creating a mimetic depiction that, from our point of view, would constitute a reductionist and redundant thought, within a sphere of the simulation. This is a dimension in which we do not include Adrian Paci's project but covers a wide range of recent artistic experiences. Simulationist projects tend to be devoid of a requalification of the relations of power that we have been exploring, portraying a reality or group of participants in a scale of direct affinities, emptied of rigorous or pertinent reflections on the individual, its condition or the physical and

political place he occupies, creating an excessive aesthetization. We suggest another way of analysing the situation, which is a continuous thought that comes from the link between fact, fiction and memory.

As we have seen fiction means to forge not to feign, according to Rancière’s vision, and it is within the forging and manufacturing dimension that we locate Paci’s work, when it concerns to the production of meaning and identity. "Memory is the work [œuvre] of fiction", continues Rancière and we have to remember another project by Adrian Paci where he records his daughter when she was 4 years old. During the video, entitled Albanian Stories, we can listen and watch Jolanda Paci describing and portraying, in a fictional way, the family experience of the final period lived in Albania, before their exile in Italy, escaping the political conflict that was ravaging their own country. Considering visibility as a scheme that defines what can be seen one can say that the visual speech has the potentiality to distort reality and create invisibilities, as well as the opposite. It is within the mediation between individuals, laws and the states that we can reorganize the visibility domain, turning the representational realm more equitable, by working with facts and forging our reality.

7. Conclusion

As we have been mentioning, and at this moment within a final reflection purpose, the production of identity related to the migration phenomena is based on a double political bond that transports a remarkable ambiguity. It is, first of all, from a terminological and political fissure that this secular drift is initiated, as we have seen regarding the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen. These inaugurate a terrain conducive to the legal vacuum and juridical norm of exception in which refugees live, as well as to the structuring of the respective state of bare life.

An attempt has been made in the course of this essay to ascertain the degree of involvement of contemporaneous artists with this phenomenon and, at this moment, a hypothesis still unequalized should be launched: the ethical fissure on the status of bare life and potential influence on the artistic gesture itself. If the figure of the refugee and his nomos and place, include a zone of indistinction and with it carry an irrepressibility, by the political questions that we have advanced, what is the degree of their influence in the process and artistic reflection?

From the point of view of institutions and contemporary exhibition hierarchies, there is a direct influence, at a level that is sometimes subversive and that makes the phenomenon invisible, and other times there is a pluralistic and integrative approach, which is also worthy of our attention here. Even so, the dimension we are interested in refer to is the artistic gesture and desire, the author's devenir and whether it is socially conditioned by the political and ethical dominance that undermines the phenomenon and which we have previously addressed. We will use the french form devenir, with the approach proposed by Gilles Deleuze, as a “process of desire”, a potentiality of change that addresses a different future already containend in an immanent past gesture or thought.

And it is in this sense that we move forward with a new double ground,

where we can see proposals and approaches that we call here as *simulators* or *factographers*. The second dimension does not exclude the fictional approach and is where, as an example, we would include Adrian Paci's *Centro di Permanezza Temporaneo*. Even if it contains the etymon *fact*, this is a dimension that is governed by the redefinition of the dynamics and constraints between reality and prevailing structures, such as the law or the State. It is an approach where we include a possible forge and manufacturing between the political relations that *(un)shelter* us, proposed by Rancière, and hierarchies of representation and visibility.

The choice of the etymon is explained by the inclusion, in the artistic gesture, of documents, supports and factual circumstances, in whose reality we find the proximity of the conflicts that surround us. Although the theme chosen for this essay is a fertile ground on social and scientific proposals and studies, from our experience results a question whose approach deserves continuity and requires reflection at an academic level. It is the question of the artistic *devenir*, of the intimate root of the *thought-gesture* dimension and structures that influence it. Is this quasi-ancestral sphere of political influence contained in the inaugural artistic gesture?

We point, in advance, to a terrain related to a psychological layer, both at a macro-social and individual level, which directly influences the production and the authoral need. It is also a point that relates to the historicity and production of collective memory, which at political levels become fundamental in the identity making processes. About the *simulationist* practices, it should be noted that they may be based on erratic divergences insufficiently absorbed or practiced, from a social and aesthetical analysis point of view of the author’s experience, possibly contaminated by the timeless historical-political constraints.
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